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Description New 2022 Forest River RV Impression 270RK Forest River Impression fifth wheel
270RK highlights: Dual Opposing Slides Kitchen Island 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
Theater Seating Floor to Ceiling Pantry Solid Step Entry Steps   This fifth wheel is
spacious, inviting and comfortable! Walk right inside to the combined kitchen and
living area with two opposing slides, or walk around the kitchen island to access
the floor-to-ceiling pantry. There is a large counter space plus lots of upper and
lower cabinets for your dishes, games, and such. You can dine or even work at
the free standing dinette with chairs, and relax on the theater seats with USB
ports or the tri-fold hide-a-bed sofa while watching the 50" LED TV with soundbar
and enjoying the fireplace below. Get cleaned up in the full bathroom and fall
quickly to sleep on the walk-around queen bed in the front bedroom that includes
three wardrobes, a space prepped for a washer/dryer option, plus nightstands.  
With any Impression mid-profile fifth wheel by Forest River, the focus of the
design is comfort and value, built with quality craftsmanship and attention to
customer's desires in each Impression! The exterior includes upgraded E-rated
Goodyear Endurance tires made in the U.S.A., custom exterior graphics package,
and One Touch automatic leveling system for easy setup. There is also an
enclosed docking station and a gel coat fiberglass front cap with an automotive
windshield with LED lights for style and beautiful views. The fully heated and
enclosed AccessiBelly has removable underbelly panels and offers four seasons
of travel.  The interior has oversized opening windows in the living area for more
natural lighting and good air flow, a stainless steel single bowl sink with high rise
faucet with a pulldown sprayer to easily clean the dishes, and a porcelain foot
flush toilet to mention a few comforts and conveniences. Front Bedroom|Rear
Kitchen|Kitchen Island
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2022 Impression 270RK $79,222.15
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 39446
VIN Number: fife-39446
Condition: New
Length: 414
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 2

Item address 5111 20th Street East, 98424, Fife, Washington, United States
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